
 
 

 
HELLENIC ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION NETWORK OPERATOR S.A. 

ANNOUNCEMENT 

 
 
HEDNO would like to announce that today, this Monday afternoon, 15 
February 2021 and until this hour, electricity issues due to the severe Medea 
weather system are currently afflicting the following areas: 
 
In Attica, in some parts in the areas of Varibobi, Aspropirgos, Avlona, 
Malakasa, Dionysos, Drosia, Agios Stefanos, Anoixi, Kalamos, Markopoulos 
Oropoum Ekali, Pikermi, Rodopoli and Stamata. The damages have been 
mainly caused by the fall of a large number of trees on the Network, while the 
crews of HEDNO and other partner contractors remain prepared to remove 
them and restore the damages as soon as possible. 
 
In the rest of the country, in Northern Evia, the mountain villages of Istiaia 
and the coastal villages of Limni and Mantoudi remain disconnected from 
electricity. Electricity problems have also afflicted Chalkida, the villages of 
Vathi and Drosia and the villages of central Evia towards Agios Ioannis Rosos 
and in Karistos at Cavo Doro while several local damages have also occurred 
in Atalanti. 
 
The bad weather has caused electricity issues in the Pilio villages of 
Katigiorgis, Liri, Mourtia and Katichori, the villages of Agios Dimitrios and 
Gavrina in Karpenissi, the Thiva villages of Agios Vasileios and Kalamaki. 
Settlements at Argithea in Karditsa, at a few villages of Eastern and central 
Zagori, two villages in the municipality of Pagoni as well as in Mesopirgos, 
Arta. 
 
At the Region of Macedonia-Thrace and the islands, there have been no 
significant electricity issues. 
 
Regarding the supply to Sporades, the crews of HEDNO, in cooperation with 
the Fire Services and the Regios of Thessalia, are really struggling under very 
difficult circumstances to reconnect them to electricity by continuing until this 
very hour efforts to access the parts of the Network that have been damaged 
due to the fall of trees. 
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